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David Jordan and Dr. Peter Mullarkey

Bring Deep Network Expertise to

HOPZERO Development Team

AUSTIN, TX, USA, April 25, 2019

/EINPresswire.com/ -- HOPZERO

Corporation, creator of HopSphere

Radius Security, announced that David

Jordan and Dr. Peter Mullarkey, have

joined the company to accelerate

development of its innovative

approach to limit data travel, securely

keeping critical information within the

networks of enterprises, governments

and military installations.

Mr. Jordan comes to HOPZERO from

Packet Design, the leading company

for monitoring network route analytics,

where he was a key member of the

engineering team. Prior to that he

worked at NetQoS where he developed the engine of first real-time, agentless Application

Performance Monitoring tool, SuperAgent. He also developed the first truly scalable NetFlow

data collector for analyzing and reporting on enterprise-wide network traffic. Mr. Jordan was

recognized as a NetQoS Fellow for his contributions and has been awarded multiple patents for

high performance computing. He holds a Master of Engineering degree from Cornell University.

Dr. Mullarkey has been awarded patents in signal analysis including, detection of network

anomalies for his work at Schlumberger and NetQoS. At NetQoS he was a key member for the

research team, including leading the use of NetFlow data to detect network intruders. NetQoS

recognized Dr. Mullarkey as a NetQoS Fellow for his achievements. Dr. Mullarkey also was a

founder of Rocksteady, a developer of VPN solutions to secure enterprise communications. He

also developed advanced simulation technology at Maxager Technology  that developed

software for manufacturing data analysis using profit velocity concept. Dr. Mullarkey earned his

PhD from Carnegie-Mellon University.

http://www.einpresswire.com


We are excited to have

engineers with incredible

track records of

achievement and deep

knowledge of computer

networks join our efforts to

transform information

security”

Ben Haley

“We are excited to have engineers with incredible track

records of achievement and deep knowledge of computer

networks join our efforts to transform information

security,” said Ben Haley, founder and SVP of engineering

at HOPZERO. “We have seen and felt the threats posed by

cyber attacks. HOPZERO has a revolutionary vision to stop

these attacks. David and Peter are incredibly prepared and

possess the ability and creativity to help HOPZERO scale to

achieve that vision.”

HOPZERO has created an intelligent data control system to

classify and protect data that should stay inside an

organization, out of reach from outside or inside cyber criminals. The system protects

information, and prevents data exfiltration, with a virtual perimeter. Attempts to breach that

perimeter are blocked and an alert issued indicating precisely where the attack came from and

what they were after for rapid remediation.

The patent-pending solution provides “a clean approach to lowering attack surface,” says Dr.

Harry Saal, Founder of Network General and former Director Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

SLAC.

About HOPZERO

HOPZERO is the pioneer of a revolutionary SaaS solution securing information by controlling the

distance it can travel - where compromised data self-destructs. HOPZERO “puts data on a leash”,

long enough to do business yet short enough to prevent compromise. HOPZERO is

headquartered in Austin, Texas. HOPZERO.com/videos HOPZERO.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/483208324

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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